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Hoodraized Recordz is an independent record label and entertainment company
founded by Terrence TMAL-HK Mallory. The label currently based and operating in

Albany, Georgia and Orlando, Florida at the present. From its beginnings, Hoodraized
Recordz, produced a host of musical projects under direction of its CEO TMAL-HK aka

Spike Perry. The label/ entertainment company has evolved and is currently involved in
film productions, documentaries, creating soundtracks for independent films abroad,

and more. Hoodraized Recordz founder Terrence Mallory has lately excelled his career
as an actor with credits such as “Pieces” the movie featuring Omar Gooding. Mallory

makes appearances on the hit series “Atlanta Avenue” as the character 229 and
additional movie credits include “Reefer”, “Loyal”, “Toe Tag”, “Wrong Ones”, “Street

Genius”, and more!
Credits: TMAL-HK/ King of the Hood (mixtape/album), TMAL-HK/ Don’t Make Me Choose

(single), TMAL-HK/ It Cost to Ball (mixtape/album), 
TMAL-HK/ The Myth and Legend of South Central (album), Bany Boulevard (series), Toy

Soldierz (film), First Blunt of the Day (podcast), Jam Pony Express DJs (documentary).
Much more to come soon from Hoodraized Recordz, TMAL-HK aka Spike Perry. 
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Tell Us About Yourself. So I'm a hotwife pog I'm from Seattle I'm a mother and a wife I own my own
business.
What lead you to wanting to become a model? I decided to become a model because it's very
empowering to myself and others. 
How long has you been doing modeling? I've been doing modeling and in the adult industry for
the last year.
Are there any sort of character you like to dress up as for photo shoot?I love doing any type of
Cosplay or definitely a scene that has some creativity to it.
what celebrity or High end fashion brand would you like to model for? I don't have a specific high-
end fashion brand that I would like to model for I'm down the model for anybody pretty much.
How is a typical day in work for you goes? A typical day in my work is very busy and tiring it goes
from getting off a plane to checking into a hotel room to hurry up getting ready for a shoot being
out of shoot for an hour or so depending on what the project is and then go to my hotel room and
change for my next shoe change makeup and so on and so forth.
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Somali Rose



Tell Us About Yourself. So I'm a hotwife pog I'm from Seattle I'm a mother and a wife I own my own business.
What lead you to wanting to become a model? I decided to become a model because it's very empowering to
myself and others. 
How long has you been doing modeling? I've been doing modeling and in the adult industry for the last year.
Are there any sort of character you like to dress up as for photo shoot?I love doing any type of Cosplay or
definitely a scene that has some creativity to it.
what celebrity or High end fashion brand would you like to model for? I don't have a specific high-end fashion
brand that I would like to model for I'm down the model for anybody pretty much.
How is a typical day in work for you goes? A typical day in my work is very busy and tiring it goes from getting
off a plane to checking into a hotel room to hurry up getting ready for a shoot being out of shoot for an hour or
so depending on what the project is and then go to my hotel room and change for my next shoe change
makeup and so on and so forth.
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G R I N D  W I T H  T I M E

DEANNA SHERRELL PREVO DAY
(MZBOUTDATBREAD) IS AN AMERICAN HOP RAP

ARTIST, SONG WRITER AND MOTHER OF TWO.
BREAD IS OUT OF MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA.

SHE’S THE YOUNGEST OF FIVE SIBLING
BROTHERS; ONE OF WHICH IS FROM HER

FATHERS SIDE OF THE FAMILY. 

MZBOUTDATBREADMZBOUTDATBREAD



MzBoutDatBread

@mzboutdatbread8

TeamBoutdatbread Records LLC 
Of

MzBoutthat TeamBoutDatBreadLLCMusicRecordingLabel
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THIS
MONTH ISSUE #22

Hill Top
I’m Hilltop 48 years young…been rapping since the age of

12.Born n raised in Dawson,Ga.I try to make sure my music has
a positive vibe and I try my best to honor God through my lyrics
because He is definitely the center of my life and the center of

my music!In a worlf with so much hate,I just want to spread
love through my  music…I am blessed to have a Woman of God

beside me who shares my vision.To God I give the Glory!!!
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HOLISTIC HEALER
DARLAINA ROSE

Holistic Healer Darlaina Rose. She has transitioned from
her stomping grounds in Philly to "plant her seeds" here
in Atlanta! We would love to have the opportunity to
connect her with your audience. She has a lot to offer! 
A rose is a symbol of love, purity, joy, elegance,
innocence, and passion. All nouns that describe Darlaina
Rose @darlaniarose. She was born the second child of
nine in the city of Philadelphia (Brotherly Love) to a stable
and religious household that molded her to know that
she was going to be on a path that involves healing.
Darlaina was fortunate enough to have a father who was
present, always brought in multiple streams of income,
and be a pillar in the community. With that he made sure
that he instilled those same qualities in his children. For
30 years, Darlania worked in hospital administration
before finally realizing that she, just like her father, can
create finances from her many talents. In 2018 she
decided to step out on faith and start her own business,
her Mother brand, Darlania Rose,The House of Roses
Healing House!  Afterwards, it didn't take long before she
earned the many titles that are going to represent her
legacy of being a holistic “healer”. Having congestive
heart failure and healing herself led her to take this
journey.

I would like to reintroduce to you Ms. Darlania Rose, PC. She is an Emotion Code Practitioner and is a Health and Well
Being Coach. Darlania is also the CEO of Darlania Rose Coaching and the Founder of Just the Gurlz which is a Women’s
Empowerment Community. Last, she is the BEST-SELLING Author of her first book titled “How I Got Here - My Holistic
Healing Journey”. To embark on how much she stands for women empowerment, Darlania just recently created and
launched a very powerful and motivational project where she will interview 100 women in 100 days on her “Planting
Seeds” Web Series! Here the guests will be able to network amongst one another and with her audience and hopefully
become partners, colleagues, and customers for each other’s businesses as everyone looks to elevate! It has been so
successful thus far that the men want to get in on it too. It will begin on July 7th. Although Darlania’s “rosebush” of
entities was planted in the stomping grounds of her native Philadelphia, as of this past April, she has repositioned
herself to grow larger in the prominent city of Atlanta! The House of Roses Healing House ATL will be opening soon and
will serve as a safe haven where people can come and heal,refresh,rejuvenate, pray and meditate! With great
humbleness and excitement, Darlania would be delighted to share her journey with your audience! She definitely has
the gems to help lead someone down the path of healing and having a sense of peace. 
She has been featured on platforms such as FOX, NBC, and CBS! 

HOLISTIC HEALER 
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June of 2015 i went to my doctor about a knot under my arm. My doctor at the time
told me that i have an infection and he gave me antibiotics. In my heart and gut i felt

like it had to be something else however i said nothing and went home. 2 weeks
latter that knot was about the size of a plum. I went back to the doctor upset and
insisted that he do a mammogram. So that's what he did. I had two mammogram
done and both times they came back negative. I could rest with that so i asked my
doctor to do a biopsy. They did a biopsy and found carcinoma. At that moment my
whole life changed. The crazy part is he had no idea where the cancer was located.
He told me he had to send me to a specialist. So i went to see this specialist which
was an oncologist. The oncologist said to me that because he didn't know where it
was that he suggest i start chemotherapy immediately. I asked did i have any other
options and he responded by saying no. He tolled me i had Triple negative Breast
Cancer. i asked what was that. He replied, the offender tumor is estrogen receptor
negative, progesterone receptor negative, and HER2-negative. The cancer is very
aggressive. If you are diagnosed with it you need to catch it early and nip it in the

bud. So he told me that i needed to do 8 session of chemotherapy. He said the
chemo would pull the cancer out and he would be able to see what stage and would
be able to tell me the next step. Well after 4 sessions that's exactly what the chemo
did. It showed up in my left breast. I was diagnosed with Stage 2b. So he decided to
change my sessions from 8 to 6 and he said i had to have surgery. I did my session
and i had a mastectomy then i had to do 30 radiation treatment which burned me
very bad. To shorten this story, my life have not been the same. I thought about all
the things that i can do to help this particular cancer become an awareness in the
community. Every one knows about cancer however some are no aware of what

kind so i started a non profit organization called Triple Negative Wont Win. 501(c)(3).
TNWW provide assistance for cancer patients and there families during treatments
and after. We help with clothing, food, utilities, wig and so forth when we have the

funds. I survived it and i want others to know what they can do to possibly beat this
particular cancer or what to look for. Triple Negative Breast cancer attacks the

minority. African Americans and Hispanics. It also attacks the 40 and under. Studies
show you can get it over 40 years of again.  
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